
PLAN
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new rendered panels as
elsewhere described, reuse
existing perimeter timber
beads

window seat

refix existing
secondary glazing

window seat

timber
paneling

timber
paneling

modern
studwork

reuse the existing sliding
upper sashes, tilting lower
sashes and frames, repair and
overhaul as necessary

projection of window reduced
such that sash box / corner
post sits tightly against the
wall

A

A B

B

make good plasterboard
and skim at reveals

make good plaster at
reveals and render
externally

SIDE  ELEVATION
1:20

FRONT  ELEVATION
1:20

slate roof

decorative clay ridge tiles

render

stone

decorative corbels

new decorative corbels

SECTION  B  -  B
1:10

reuse the existing sliding
upper sashes, tilting lower
sashes and frames, repair
and overhaul as
necessary

locally adjust modern ceiling
construction within the
window reveal to suit the
new window position

new studwork dwarf walls
with 18 wpb plywood to both
faces, finish externally with
breather membrane, vertical
battens and render on
stainless steel lathe, finish
internally with matching
boarding

SECTION  A  -  A
1:10

refix existing
secondary glazing

reuse existing timber
cill moulding

new applied painted
timber corbel to
provide stop-end to
abutting eaves at
either side of window

existing timber
moulding to remain
in place

existing coved
render to remain
in place

timber eaves
moulding

roughcast lime render
on stainless steel lathe

reuse existing timber
moulding, fascia and
soffit boards to
foreshortened projection

existing timber corbels
to be cut back insitu to
suit foreshortened
projection

adjust the existing
window seat and reveal
lining boards to suit
new window location

adapt the existing
iron restriction
stays as necessary

new painted timber soffit set
flush with outer moulding
with treated softwood fixing
grounds as necessary

code 5 lead
capping
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